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บทคดัยอ่ 
วตัถปุระสงค์: เพื่อศึกษาผลของโปรแกรมการระลกึถงึความหลงัแบบกลุ่มดว้ย
การใช้ดนตรตี่อภาวะซมึเศรา้ของผูสู้งอายุในศูนย์พฒันาการจดัสวสัดกิารสงัคม
ผูสู้งอายุ วิธีการศึกษา:การวจิยักึ่งทดลองมกีลุ่มตวัอย่างเป็นผูม้อีายุ 60 -75 ปี 
ซึ่งอาศยัอยู่ในศูนย์พฒันาการจดัสวสัดกิารสงัคมผูสู้งอายุบ้านบางละมุง จงัหวดั
ชลบุร ีในปี พ.ศ. 2561 ทีม่ภีาวะซมึเศรา้ระดบัเลก็น้อยและปานกลางไดม้าโดยวธิี
สุม่ตวัอยา่งอยา่งงา่ยจ านวน 24 คน จดัเขา้กลุม่ทดลองและกลุม่ควบคุมดว้ยวธิจีบั
ฉลากกลุ่มละ 12 คน กลุ่มทดลองไดร้บัโปรแกรมการระลกึถงึความหลงัแบบกลุม่
ดว้ยการใชด้นตร ี7 ครัง้ ตดิต่อกนั 4 สปัดาห์ กลุ่มควบคุมไดร้บัการดแูลตามปกต ิ
เก็บขอ้มูลดว้ยการสมัภาษณ์ตามแนวขอ้ค าถามในแบบวดัความเศรา้ในผูสู้งอายุ
ของไทย และแบบทดสอบสภาพจติจุฬาทีก่่อนการทดลอง เมื่อเสรจ็สิ้นโปรแกรม 
และทีก่ารตดิตามผลหลงัโปรแกรม 3 สปัดาห์ สถติทิีใ่ช้ในการวเิคราะห์ขอ้มลู คอื 
ค่าเฉลี่ย ร้อยละ ส่วนเบี่ยงเบนมาตรฐาน การทดสอบไคว์สแควร์ สถิติ 
Independent t-test วเิคราะหค์วามแปรปรวนแบบวดัซ ้า และทดสอบรายคูด่ว้ยวธิี
บอนเฟอร์โรนี ผลการศึกษา: 1) ผู้สูงอายุในกลุ่มทดลองมคีะแนนเฉลี่ยภาวะ
ซมึเศรา้เสรจ็สิ้นโปรแกรมและในระยะตดิตามผล 3 สปัดาห์ต ่ากว่าผูสู้งอายุกลุ่ม
ควบคุมอย่างมนีัยส าคญัทางสถติ ิ (P-value < 0.05) 2) ผูสู้งอายุในกลุ่มทดลองมี
คะแนนเฉลี่ยภาวะซมึเศรา้เมื่อเสรจ็สิ้นโปรแกรมและที่ตดิตามผล 3 สปัดาห์ ต ่า
กว่าก่อนการทดลองอย่างมนีัยส าคญัทางสถติ ิ(P-value < 0.05) สรปุ: โปรแกรม
การระลกึถงึความหลงัแบบกลุ่มดว้ยการใช้ดนตรมีผีลในการลดภาวะซมึเศร้าใน
ผู้สูงอายุ พยาบาลที่ปฏิบัติงานในศูนย์พฒันาการจดัสวสัดิการสงัคมผู้สูงอายุ
สามารถน าโปรแกรมไปใช้ลดภาวะซมึเศรา้ใหก้บัผูสู้งอายุ และควรวจิยัเพือ่พฒันา
โปรแกรมการระลกึถงึความหลงัแบบกลุ่มดว้ยการใชด้นตรใีหน้ าไปใชใ้นผูสู้งอายุ
กลุม่อื่นไดต้อ่ไป 
ค าส าคญั : ผู้สูงอายุ, ภาวะซมึเศรา้, โปรแกรมการระลกึถงึความหลงัแบบกลุ่ม
ดว้ยการใชด้นตร ี
 
 
Abstract 
Objective:  To determine effects of the music-based group reminiscence 
program on depression in the elderly at a social welfare development center 
for older persons.  Method:  In this quasi-experimental research, the sample 
was persons aged 60-75 years old who had mild or moderate depression in 
the Ban Bang Lamung Social Welfare Development Center, Chonburi in 2018 
who met inclusion criteria.  Twenty participants were selected by simple 
random sampling and assigned either to the experimental group or the 
control group (12 each).  The experimental group received the music-based 
group reminiscence program for a total of 7 session for 4 weeks. The control 
group had received a usual nursing.  Data were collected from both groups 
at pre- test, post- test and 3-week follow- up. The research instruments 
included the music-based group reminiscence program, Thai Geriatric 
Depression Scale, and Chula Mental Test.  The statistics used were 
frequencies with percentage, mean with standard deviation, Chi- square, 
Independent T- test, and repeated measure analysis of variance with 
Bonferroni correction.  Results: Depression mean scoresin the experimental 
group at the post-test and 3-week follow-up were significantly lower than the 
control group (P-value < 0.05). Depression mean scores in the experimental 
group at the post-test and 3-week follow-up were significantly lower than the 
pre- test (P-value < 0. 05) . Conclusion:  Music-based group reminiscence 
program was effective in reducing depression in the elderly. Nurses taking 
care of the elderly in the social welfare development center could use the 
program to alleviate depression among elderly people. More studies should 
be carried out in the elderly in other settings.  
Keywords: elderly, depression, music-based group reminiscence program  
 
 
Introduction 
Depression in the elderly has been increasing worldwide. 
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported that in 2017, 
depression was found in 7% in the elderly.1 In Thailand, the 
Department of Mental Health, Ministry of Public Health 
reported as high as 62% of the elderly in 2017 had 
depression.2Depression in the elderly is a psychological 
disposition with the feeling bored, less interested in things, 
easily sad or hurt, useless and hopeless in life.3 If left 
untreated, the symptoms of depression usually get worse and 
could lead to definite illness of clinical depression, and 
eventually suicide.  
Based on the data collected by the Department of Mental 
Health, in 2015, the elderly aged 70 – 74 years were with the 
highest tendency of suicide.4 Successful suicide attempts 
among depressed elderly were as high as 28.9 per 100,000 
Thai populations.5 The study of Wongpakaran and co-workers 
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revealed that 23% of the elderly in social welfare support 
centers nationwide had depression.6 This could be attributable 
to the fact that with no one to take care of at home, the elderly 
had to leave their residence and go live in the social welfare 
support center, and that needed a vast and abrupt adjustment. 
In addition, since some elderly were abandoned by their 
offspring, siblings and relatives, they were more likely to feel 
depressed and sad.7 As a result, elderly in the social welfare 
support center were prone to depression and should receive 
attention and care to prevent and treatment for depression. 
In caring and treating the elderly with depression, 
biological, psychological and social aspects surrounding 
depression must be considered.8 The treatment of depression 
in the elderly include medications and electroconvulsive 
therapy (ECT) which are somewhat effective but could cause 
some adverse effects such as drowsiness from medications 
and joint dislocations from the ECT.9 Consequently, other 
safer treatment modalities for depression treatment in the 
elderly are in a great need.   
In Ban Bang Lamung Social Welfare Development Center 
(BBLSWDC) in Chonburi province, activities for the elderly 
were carried out to promote their mental health and to prevent 
isolation from their peers by encouraging socializing. These 
activities were developed by participation of nurses, social 
welfare workers, social developers and caregivers and carried 
out by nurse and caregivers. The BBLSWDC aimed to assess 
and prevent depression by encouraging the elderly to 
participate the weekly program under supervision of the nurse. 
All activities in the program including religion-based therapy, 
movie viewing, relaxing massage, and karaoke singing were 
to gather the elderly for socialization by in-person mingle.10 
However, since depressed elderly were more likely to avoid 
and isolate from their peers11, they neglected program 
participation and, if participating, avoided conversation and 
communication. In the literature review by Klungsri, a pilot test 
of Thai massage to alleviate depression among the elderly at 
the BBLSWDC found that 52.9% of the elderly had a moderate 
level of depression. After four consecutive massage sessions, 
the elderly in the experimental group experienced a significant 
decrease in depression symptoms (P-value < 0.01). 
Significantly different depression symptoms were also found 
between the elderly in experimental and control groups (P-
value < 0.01).12Some other mental health promotion 
modalities could be applicable for the elderly to prevent and 
alleviate depression. Since nurses are responsible for 
managing effective program to promote mental health for the 
elderly, especially programs that encourage interactions 
among the elderly. With this concern, this study aimed to test 
the effectiveness of group reminiscence therapy which has 
been increasing in popularity.13-15 
Reminiscence therapy is a method to help elderly 
individuals with depression since the elderly were more likely 
to engage in reminiscence than other age groups.16 
Reminiscence could bring happiness and satisfaction in life for 
the elderly.17 Stinson proposed and defined the concept of 
group reminiscence as interpersonal interaction process of 
recalling the past events, both favorable and unfavorable, and 
telling lives. of the elderly.18 The attitude and atmosphere of 
peer acceptance, exchange, and admiration could allow bond 
and friendship forming among the elderly members which 
could further lead to the elderly’s perceived value in their own 
life.19 All of these positive psychological states could help 
alleviate depression.20 Reminiscence could be more effective 
if the elderly are stimulated with meaningful entities such as 
their favourite songs, foods, and household items which could 
remind of their past happiness.9 A study found that to reduce 
the influence of factors affecting depression in the elderly both 
biologically and psychologically, favourite music or songs that 
the elderly used to be fond of could help the elderly recall their 
happiness in the past and in turn make them happy at the 
present.21 Physiologically, the tempo, melody, tone, and 
harmony of the sound travel through the limbic nervous 
system and stimulate the synthesis of norepinephrine, 
dopamine and the most important substance, serotonin, which 
are all major neurotransmitters to adjust negative affects or 
moods to the positive ones. These neurotransmitters decrease 
in volume once getting older.22 Empirical evidence suggested 
that music could reduce depression as in the study of Piboon 
and colleagues where music therapy program alleviate 
depression symptoms in the elderly.13 
From previous findings and situation, elderly in social 
welfare support centers have suffered from depression and 
that warrants the care. The study of Nitipakornfound that 
reminiscence program could help alleviate depression and 
improve satisfaction in the elderly in the social welfare support 
center.17 Reminiscence program in the study of Nitipakorn was 
developed from the concept of Burside which was based on 
the 8th step of the psychosocial development theory of 
Erikson. Reminiscence on life development based on such 
theory consists of three phases including the selection of past 
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events, determination or search of meanings of their past 
events, and sharing past events with others.23 However, the 
study did not verify clear group process.  
In our present study, we implemented the group 
reminiscence program based on Stinson’s concept of which 
process and steps of group reminiscence were clearly 
identified. In addition, we aimed to test the use of music as 
the stimulus for past memory so that the elderly could recall 
past events faster, communicate more, and eventually 
alleviate their depression.24,25 Our present study also tried to 
identify ways to create activities suitable for relieving 
depression for the elderly living in the social welfare support 
centers in Thailand. We tested the music-based group 
reminiscence program to reduce depression for the elderly 
residing in social welfare support centers. Specifically, aimed 
to determine that the elderly receiving the music-based group 
reminiscence program (experimental group) (1) had 
depression symptom score lower than those in control group 
at the end of the program and at the follow-up and (2) had 
depression symptom score at the end of the program and at 
the follow-up lower than that before the program.  
 
Methods 
 
In this quasi-experimental two-group pre-post test study, 
study population was the elderly residing in the Ban Bang 
Lamung Social Welfare Development Center (BBLSWDC) in 
Chonburi province in 2018 with low or moderate level of 
depression. Study sample was those aged 60 – 75 years who 
were willing to participate in the study. To be eligible, they 
needed to 1 )  have a low or moderate level of depression 
symptoms based on the Thai Geriatric Depression Scale 
(corresponding score range of 13 – 24 points), 2) no dementia 
as screened by the Chula Mental Test with a score  higher 
than 15 points, 3) be able to communicate in Thai language 
and have no hearing loss, 4) not be treated with 
antidepressants, and 5) have no severe illness, either physical 
or mental, that could be harmful for participation. A total of 75 
elderly were found eligible for the study.  
The sample size was based on an effect size of 
depression score before and after thereminiscence program 
(𝜇1 = 18.5, 𝜇2 = 13.83, SD1 = 3.25, SD2 = 2.07) retrieved 
from the study of Nitipakorn.17 With a type I error of 5% (or P-
value of 0 . 0 5 ), a power of 80% , a sample size of 1 1 
participants per group was required. It has been 
recommended a group size of 8 – 12 participants is 
appropriate. Larger group could jeopardize the chance of each 
participant to express opinion; while smaller group put the 
participant in a higher level of pressure and frustration.26 The 
sample of 24 individuals meeting the eligibility criteria was 
selected by arandom selection. These 24 individuals were 
then assigned to the two groups (12 each) by simple 
randomization. The use of 24 instead of 22 participants was 
for drop-out compensation.  
In this study, independent variable was the music-based 
group reminiscence program as the intervention and 
dependent variable was depression symptom score.  The 
music-based group reminiscence therapywas guided by the 
group reminiscence concept of Stinson consisting of 
evaluation, planning, practicing, and outcome evaluation. The 
participants attain seven group sessions using music as 
stimuli. Depression in the elderly was defined as sadness, 
frustration, confusion, guilt, reduced ability to enjoy life, 
personality change, and physical manifestations such as loss 
of appetite, constipation, insomnia, lethargy, and loss of 
energy. 
In this study, the music-based group reminiscence 
program BASED ON Stinson’s concept consisted of four 
steps. First, in the pre-program evaluation step, group leader, 
group leader assistant, and group members were evaluated 
and prepared and the sessions were appointed. In the second 
step, planning, the group sessions were detailed including 
goals, venues, date and time, number of sessions, group size, 
group activities, and skill preparations for the group leaders. 
In the third step, practice, group leader led the reminiscence 
among the group members using music as stimuli in the seven 
consecutive sessions as suggested to be appropriate for 
reminiscence therapy.18 In each session, songs voted by the 
group members as impressive and happy were played for the 
members. After the music, each of the elderly was encouraged 
to share their past life to group members. The researchers 
used the attentive listening technique to encourage the 
members express their opinions and to encourage each other, 
to show appreciation on the elderly’s participation, and to 
summarize the session activity. Activities in each of the seven 
sessions were as follows. In the first session, relationship 
among the members was formed with the aide of a Thai song 
Prom-Likit or “As Destined.” In the second session, 
reminiscence theme of one’s beloved song was applied using 
the Thai song Pleng-Rak-Kong-Ther or “Your Love Song.” The 
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third session with a theme of a happy youth life was conducted 
using the Thai song Nah-Tee-Dek or “Kid’s Duty.” In the fourth 
session, teenage impression theme group reminiscence was 
conducted using the song Suay-Jin-Na-Nong or “You Beautiful 
Girl.” In the fifth session, the Thai song Choam-Toong or 
“Enjoy the Rice Field” was used in the group reminiscence 
theme of my adulthood. The sixth session aimed to reminisce 
the theme of the proudest moment in my life using the Thai 
song Yim-Su or “Fighting Smile.” In the last or seven session, 
reminiscence in all session was summarized. The session was 
organized at every Monday and Tuesday since November 5th, 
2018 until November 26th, 2018. 
In the third step, evaluation was carried out on group 
participation of the members and the group leader after the 
seventh session. In addition, depression was assessed three 
weeks after the post program evaluation.  
 
Study instrument 
The study instrument was a set of questionnaires. In the 
demographic section, gender, age and co-morbidity were 
asked since they were associated with depression.4 In the 
second section, the Thai Geriatric Depression Scale of 
Poungrin and colleagues was used to measure the elderly 
depression.27 The scale of Puangrin and colleagues was 
modified from the Geriatric Depression Screening Scale 
(GDS) created by Yesavage et al.28, and Leethong-In29 With 
the GDS of Puangrin et al, the score of 0 – 12 points was for 
no depression in the elderly, 13 – 18 points for low depression, 
19 – 24 points for moderate depression, and 25 – 30 points 
for severe depression. The scale was tested by the developer 
and found to have a high internal consistency reliability with a 
Kuder-Richardson (K-R) coefficient of 0.81.27 
At screening, mental health of the participants were 
assessed with the Thai Geriatric Depression Scale) 26 and 
Chula Mental Test which is for determining dementia in the 
elderly developed by Jitapankul.30 The scale measures the 
perception of date, time, place, person and decision making. 
For quality, the scale has a 100% sensitivity, and a moderate 
reliability with a test- retest kappa coefficient of 0.65, and a 
high internal consistency reliability with a Cronbach’ s alpha 
coefficient of 0.81. The Chula Mental Test contains 13 and 9 
main and minor questions, respectively. All 19 minor questions 
were scored with 1 point for the correct answer. With a 
possible total score of 19 points, those elderly with 15 points 
or higher are considered having no mental health problem.27 
Study procedure  
In this study, two professional nurses were assigned as 
research assistants for data collection. They aided the 
participants in answering the Thai Geriatric Depression Scale 
and the Chula Mental Test questionnaires by reading the 
questions and filling the answers for them. Research 
assistants facilitated and encouraged the elderly to participate 
in the group sessions and prepared all materials for the 
sessions. They also provided the elderly with objectives, and 
session procedures. They were trained for the group 
reminiscence activities before the actual experiment. 
In terms of participant protection, the study protocol was 
approved by the Ethics Committee for Human Study of the 
Faculty of Nursing, Burapha University (Approval number: 05-
08-2561; approval date: September 12, 2018). All participants 
were informed about the voluntary nature of the study and the 
data collected were secured, presented as summarized, not 
individual participant, results, and used for the research 
purpose only. The participants could terminate the 
participation at any time point with no effect on the quality of 
service they received from the center. The participants were 
asked to provide the written informed consent once agreed to 
join the study.  
The researchers, with the letter from the Dean of Faculty 
of Nursing, asked the director of the for   presented the Ban 
Bang Lamung Social Welfare Development Center 
(BBLSWDC) for study permission. Once permitted, the 
researchers met with the potential participants to provide the 
study information and asked for their participation. The 
researchers were given advice on the group reminiscence 
from the experts from a psychiatric hospital and on music 
therapy from the experts from the College of Music of Mahidol 
University at the KPN Institute.  
Before the first group session, the researchers and 
research assistants met with the elderly participants in the 
experiment group at the group session room of the 
BBLSWDC. The first questionnaire administration for 
demographic information and the Thai Geriatric Depression 
Scale was first completed on November 5, 2018. After the 
experiment of group reminiscence, the questionnaire was 
completed on November 26, 2018. For the follow-up 
assessment, the questionnaire was completed on December 
17, 2018. 
To prevent information contamination between the two 
groups, a private room was secured with no entrance 
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permission for individuals not involving in the study. For 
participants in the control group, they were treated similarly to 
those in the experimental group except the group 
reminiscence therapy sessions.  
 
Data analysis  
Demographic data were presented as frequency with 
percentage and tested for group difference by Chi-square test 
or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate. Mean with standard 
deviation of depression scores before and after the group 
sessions, and t the follow-up were calculated. Depression 
scores of the two groups before the sessions were compared 
using independent t- test. The differences of depressions at 
the end of the sessions and follow-up between the two groups 
using repeated measure analysis of variance.  
 
 
Results 
 
The majority of the participants in the experimental and 
control groups were in their 70 - 75 years of age (58.34% and 
41.67%, respectively), female (66.67% in both groups), with 
underlying illness (66.67% in both groups). In the control 
group, there were also 41.67% in 66 – 70 years of age. There 
were no statistically significant differences between the two 
groups in any of these demographic characteristics.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Table 1  Demographic characteristics of the 
participants (N = 24). 
Characteristics 
Experimental group (n=12) Control group (n=12) 
P-value* 
N % N % 
Age (yrs) 
60 - 65  
66 - 70  
70 - 75  
Gender 
Male  
Female  
Underlying illness 
Yes   
No   
 
3 
2 
7 
 
4 
8 
 
8 
4 
 
25 
16.66 
58.34 
 
33.33 
66.67 
 
66.67 
33.33 
 
2 
5 
5 
 
4 
8 
 
8 
4 
 
16.66 
41.67 
41.67 
 
33.33 
66.67 
 
66.67 
33.33 
0.40 
 
 
 
0.67# 
 
 
0.67# 
* Chi-square test.  
# Fisher’s exact test.  
 
The scores of depression symptoms in the experimental 
group decreased from 14.58 points (low depression level) 
before sessions to 11.50 points after sessions (no depression) 
and 11.92 points at 3-week follow-up (no depression) (Table 
2). On the other hand, scores in the control group slightly 
increased from 14.50 points (low level) before sessions to 
15.50 points after sessions (low level) and 15.17 points at 3-
week follow-up (low level).  
In the repeated measure ANOVA, compound symmetry 
based on Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was not found 
indicating a violation of the repeated measure ANOV test 
assumption of which dependent variable variance in each 
group at each time point was correlated and different. The 
adjustment based on Greenhouse-Geisser method was used 
to alleviate Type I error.    
Based on the overall repeated measure ANOVA test, 
difference in interventions (two groups with and without 
reminiscence) (F = 13.19, P-value < 0.01) and time points (F 
= 6.64, P-value < 0.01) was found statistically significant 
(Table 2).      
 
 Table 2  Depression scores between the two groups at each time point by repeated measure ANOVA (N = 24).  
 Experimental group Control group 
Between-group test  
at each time point 
mean SD Depression level mean SD Depression level  
Before sessions 14.58 2.15 Low 14.50 1.24 Low  F = 0.13, P-value = 0.91  
After sessions 11.50* 1.51 No 15.50 1.98 Low  F = 31.05, P -value < 0.01 
At follow-up 11.92# 1.73 No 15.17 2.29 Low  F = 15.39, P -value < 0.01 
        
Over all repeated measure ANOVA  Repeated measure ANOVA within experimental 
group 
Repeated measure ANOVA within control group  
Between group F = 13.19, P-value < 0.01 
Within-group F = 6.64, P-value < 0.01  
Groupxtime F = 22.56, P-value < 0.01 
Between time points F= 29.75, P-value < 0.01 Between time points F= 2.24, P-value = 0.17  
 Mean change of depression score within experimental group 
(Bonferroni’s adjustment)  
    
 * from before to after sessions: -3.08, P-value < 0.05.     
 #from before sessions to follow-up: -2.66, P-value < 0.05.     
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With a descending trend of depression score in the 
experimental group and an ascending trend in the control 
group, the test of interaction of groups and time points was 
statistically significant (F = 22.56, P-value < 0.01) (Table 2). 
At each time point, depression scores of the two groups 
were not different (F = 0.13, P-value = 0.91). However, scores 
after sessions (F = 31.05, P-value < 0.01) and at 3-week 
follow-up (F = 15.39, P-value < 0.01) in the experimental 
group were significantly lower than those in the control group 
(Table 2).  
In the experimental group, the change in depression score 
at each of the three time points was statistically significant (F= 
29.75, P-value < 0.01) (Table 2). With Bonferroni’ adjustment 
for pairwise comparisons, the decreases in scores from before 
to after sessions (mean decrease = -3.08 points, P-value < 
0.05) and from before sessions to follow-up (mean decrease 
= -2.66 points, P-value < 0.05) were statistically significant 
(Table 2). On the other hand, the score changes in the control 
group were not found significant (F= 2.24, P-value = 0.17) 
(Table 2).  
 
Discussions and Conclusion 
Music-based group reminiscence program was associated 
with depression scores lower than those without the program 
immediately after sessions and at follow-up (P-value < 0.05). 
This finding suggested that group reminiscence allowed the 
elderly to interact and share their recalled past life with 
others.19 Such interaction and sharing encouraged the elderly 
to feel more valuable and motivated to continue their lives.31 
The program could also help modify interpersonal feeling and 
reveal personal feeling which could further encourage more 
participation in the sessions and more interdependence.32 
Motivation and relationship among the group members could 
alleviate depression.33 Our finding was consistent with the 
study of Stinson and co-workers where group reminiscence 
could relieve depression in the female elderly.33 
Physiologically, the use of music as a stimulus in 
reminiscence could alleviate depression. Music could 
stimulate the body through limbic system where various 
neurotransmitters potentially alleviating depression are 
synthesized. For example, serotonin offers positive affect for 
the elderly listening to their favorite songs. Music could also 
stimulate the secretion of epinephrine of the sympathetic 
nervous system.34 In addition, music promotes interaction 
between individuals and makes a social interaction easier.35 
The mutually famous music could interconnect the elderly 
with depression in the group activities so they could converse 
more and a more relaxing atmosphere could be achieved.35 
As a result, the elderly cultivateed happiness-oriented thinking 
and regain hope and will to live, which in turn relieve their 
depression. This finding supports the study of Piboon and co-
workers where music therapy reduce depression score 
significantly from baseline with P-value < 0.0513 and the study 
of Dev and colleagues of which depression in the elderly could 
be significantly alleviated by music therapy (P-value < 
0.001).36 
Our finding was also consistent with the study of 
Mohammadi et al of which music therapy consisting of music 
playing, singing and reminiscence could relieve depression, 
stress and anxiety among the elderly.36 In short, music-based 
group reminiscence program allowed the elderly to recall 
meaningful and happy memory, and to have more social 
interaction, positive affects, satisfaction and happiness, which 
in turn help relieve depression. 
Music-based group reminiscence program resulted in a 
significance decrease of depression scores after the sessions 
and at follow-up from baseline. The finding could also 
attributable to the attributes described above. In addition, this 
proved that the benefit of the program was sustained even at 
3 weeks after the end of the program. This relatively short 
sustainability could be in part due to the fact that the music 
could bring out the positive value and hope to live37 and 
interdependence which could reduce depression, stress and 
anxiety.38 Group reminiscence could also help the elderly with 
depression or desperation more competent in solving their 
frustration.23Group reminiscence allowed the elderly to 
interconnect and reinforce self-confidence and self-value.39 
The study of Sharif and co-workers showed that group 
reminiscence could sustain the depression-decreasing benefit 
from the end of program till the one-month follow-up.39 The 
sustainable benefit of the group reminiscence program could 
be due to the long-lasting effects of warmth, understanding 
and help. Listening to favorite music could increase the 
secretion of endorphin, the happiness neurotransmitter.40 As 
a result, the elderly could be happy in participating the group 
session. Music could also connect the elderly together and 
improve perceived self-meaningfulness.34 A study of Ashida 
also showed that music-based group reminiscence program 
could decrease depression up to the one-week follow-up in 
the elderly with dementia.24 All these attributes promote 
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sustainable benefits of the music-based group reminiscence 
program.  
In terms of study implications, nurses responsible for the 
care of the elderly in social welfare support center and other 
places in similar nature could apply music-based group 
reminiscence program to help the elderly with low to moderate 
level of depression. In education, nursing schools could 
incorporate music-based group reminiscence program into 
their curriculum to prepare students for their future practice. 
Administrators of the social welfare support center could 
support nurses responsible for the elderly care, to attain the 
training of group reminiscence.  
For future research, music-based group reminiscence 
program could be tested in other groups of the elderly or other 
settings such as the depressed elderly with chronic illnesses 
and the community-dwelling elderly. Studies with longer 
duration of the program and/or follow-up are needed to 
confirm sustainability of the program.  
In conclusion, music-based group reminiscence program 
significantly reduced the depression scores for the elderly at 
the Ban Bang Lamung Social Welfare Development Center at 
the end of the program and 3-week follow-up. The depression 
scores of the elderly receiving the program were also 
significantly lower than those in the control group both at the 
end of the program and 3-week follow-up. This group 
reminiscence program could have helped the elderly regain 
their value and hope to live. The success of the program could 
be in part due to the songs chosen by the elderly themselves. 
Song choices should then be originated from the participants 
if the program is implemented in other settings.  
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